AN ETHOS ENGAGEMENT SERIES SPECIAL TALK

While there is a growing interest in developing Christians for leadership in the marketplace, professions and within the community, several important ingredients are still underemphasised. One ingredient is the need to **encourage leaders at all levels** of an organisation. Another is the **ability to frame leading questions and paradigm-breaking paradoxes**, instead of merely issuing directives and identifying goals.

This talk will draw on **key writings, case studies and benchmark practices** to discuss these **features of effective leadership**, as well as address other often-neglected dimensions required in dealing with the complex challenges of today.

DEVELOPING LEADERS FOR THE PUBLIC SQUARE

DR ROBERT BANKS

Robert Banks is a leading author and speaker in the area of integrating faith, work and leadership. He was the founding executive director of the De Pree Leadership Centre at Fuller Theological Seminary and has written or co-authored books like *God the Worker, All the Business of Life, The Marketplace Ministry Handbook, Private Values and Public Policy*, and the award-winning *Reviewing Leadership: A Christian Evaluation of Current Approaches*.

TUESDAY, 8 MARCH 2016 • 8PM-9.30PM

7 ARMENIAN STREET, BIBLE HOUSE, LEVEL 4 SEMINAR ROOM, S 179932

Register at [www.ethosinstitute.sg/leaders](http://www.ethosinstitute.sg/leaders)  
Contact us at 6304 3765 or email info@ethosinstitute.sg for further enquiries.

Love offering will be collected.
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